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Metal analysis of local imitations of early Roman imperial asses Michael Nüsse

found in the Gallo-Roman sanctuary on the Martberg in the Mosel

valley

Imitations of early Imperial asses^

In many archaeological sites in Spain, Gaul and the Northwestern provinces of the
Roman Empire, large numbers of early imperial copper coins are found that differ
in fabric, weight and style from regular coinage®. Most of these coins imitate asses
of the emperor Claudius, but imitations of asses of Augustus - especially of the
Lyons altar series I and II -, of Tiberius (PROVIDENTIA asses), Caligula and Nero

were also found. In the middle of the P' century AD there was obviously a great
need for small change caused by the increasing monetization of these provinces
and, particularly, due to the cessation of minting official aes coinage in Rome
between about 42 and 62 AD. Also the local aes coinage in Gaul and the Iberian
peninsula was abandoned. This lack of small change probably led to a massive
local minting of mainly copper fas) coinage®. These copies are usually character-
ized by their poorer design of image and letters compared with their official pro-
totypes. They were minted on flans cast using various copper alloys and had a

weight which was usually lower than that of official coins. Among these imitations
the nearly full-weight coins made in comparably good style are assumed by several
authors to have been struck in mints operated by the military or were produced
in the civilian sector. However, there is no evidence for any of these assumptions.
The poorer imitations with lower weight seem to have been produced in the local
area. For example, local imitations such as those found in the Rhine/Mosel area
could have been made with a weight equal to about one-half as. One might con-
elude that at the local level, a need for smaller nominals existed, a phenomenon
that can be traced over time, and is in the tradition of the halved asses often found
in Augustan and Tiberian times.

The mass production of imitations in the F' century AD seems to have ended

during the reign of Nero, because the minting of aes coins was resumed in 62 /63
AD. Claudian imitations might still have been produced under the reign of Nero
because Neronic models were initially not available as a template for the produc-
tion of imitations. In addition, the few imitations with Neronian coin types were
usually of better quality, and no hybrids or die links between Neronian and Clau-
dian coin types were found so far.

Based on die links and hybrids, Giard already has pointed out that many cop-
ies of Augustan and Tiberian models must have been produced in the Claudian
period. However, it was not always possible to determine whether individual
copies of this group all belong to the Claudian period, or were minted at or
around the same time as their models. Similar results were later published by
other authors based on die links and hybrids among the coin finds from the
Martberg and other find spots nearby. One must ask, therefore, whether those
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imitations, which show coin types of Augustus, Tiberius or Caligula alone, were
also struck in the Claudian period. Other questions refer to the source of the
copper used for minting the imitations and the organizations or persons/work-
shops responsible for minting.

Metal-analytical data of imitations including chemical characterization and
lead isotope ratios in comparison to similar data measured in official asses might
contribute to discuss and to render more precisely the source of the copper used
for minting these imitations. Chemical characterization provides important
information about the material from which the coins were produced. The results
from lead isotope analysis might be used to trace potential ore sources and their
geological background and can, therefore, reveal the locations where the copper
was mined. Hitherto published data showed - amongst others - enhanced tin,
antimony, lead and zinc contents in imitations compared to official asses. Prov-
enance studies of their copper using lead isotope ratios have so far only been

performed for official asses minted in Rome or Lyon and a few imitations.
The coin finds in the Gallo-Roman temple district on the Martberg in the

Mosel valley stand out by their large number of more than 10 000 coins found
during the excavations in the sanctuary and the nearby settlement''. The major-
ity of over 7000 coins came from the sanctuary and its immediate surroundings,
and must, therefore, have played an important role in the ritual acts performed
in the temple district. The earliest Celtic coins date from the late 2* and P' cen-

tury BC. Roman coins date from the Republic and the Augustan period up to the
end of the 4"* century AD. Among these Roman coins were many imitations from
the first half of the P' century AD.

The aim of this study is to present new data on the chemical composition and

possible provenance of the copper in more than 100 imitated asses of the
Julio-Claudian period found during the excavations on the Martberg. These data

are discussed taking into account data of official coins minted in Rome and Lyon
published earlier. The results presented here obviously apply to the imitations
having circulated in the Rhine-Mosel area. However, they might - within certain
limits - also be representative of imitations found outside of this region.

Analytical methods

Samples were taken from the coins by drilling or cutting bits of 0,5 to 1,0 mm in
diameter. Electron microprobe analysis was carried out with a Jeol Superprobe
JXA-8900 with a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer system. Isotopic measure-
ments were performed with an MC-ICP-MS (NeptuneTM, Finnigan MAT).

4 C. Nickel - M. Thoma - D. Wigg-

Wolf, Martberg: Heiligtum und

Oppidum der Treverer, Ber.

Arch. Mittelrhein u. Mosel 14

(Koblenz 2008).
5 See FMRDIV Band 4/1.

Koblenz: Der Martberg bei

Pommern (ehem. Kreis

Cochem) 1 (Mainz 2005). Band

4/2 in Vorbereitung.

Analyzed Coins

imitations
114 imitated asses were selected from 259 Julio-Claudian imitations found on
the Martberg®: 38 imitations of Augustan types (37 RIC P 230 ff, one RIC P 373

ff), nine imitations of Tiberius types (RIC P 80/81: PROVIDENTIA-type), four
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from Caligula (RIC P 58: AGRIPPA-asses) and 63 from Claudius (one RIC P
95/111: CONSTANTIA-type, seven RIC P 97/113: LIBERTAS-type and 55 RIC P
100/116: MINERVA-type). In addition, the data from six imitations (Augustus
RIC P 230/233) found in Mainz®, and from 10 imitations published earlier with-
out lead isotope data were included.

Therefore, data about the chemical distribution obtained from a total of 130

imitations were used for the analysis; lead isotope data were, however, only
available for 116 imitations.

Photos of a selection of 18 analyzed imitations from the Martberg are shown
in plate 1.

6 S. Klein - H.-M. von Kaenel -
Y. Lahaye - G.P. Brey, The Early
Roman Imperial AES Coinage

III: Chemical and Isotopic
Characterisation of Augustan
Copper Coins from the Mint of

Lyons/Lugdunum, SNR 91,

2012, pp. 63-110.PI. 1: Selection of imitations from the Martberg



Pure copper (itrace eiements < 0,04
a: /ml-^P3P^-Ciauii: Ciawdms, As, gad, AD 41? - 50, P7C® 100; 760 g;

0 £, 6£ cm - £, 70 cm; l£d.
b: 7ml-£6 660-Ciaad: Ciaadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, PIC® 100/116; 6,50 g;

0 £,58 c?n - £,45 cm; £d.

c: 7ml-81647~C£aad: Ciawdms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, PIC® 100/116; 6,05 g;
0 £,6£ cm; 5d.

d: Tml-55 708-CZaad: C£aadlas, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, PIC® 100/116; 4,75 g;
0 £,50 cm; 7d.

e: 7m£-5£ ZTS-Arn/: A^/,g^(.s^^^.s, As, gad., DC 7 - AD 14, PIC® £50JC; £,57 g;
0 £,00 cm - £,£0 cm; lid.

/• 7m£-57 7£l-CZa/ud: Ciaadms, As, gad, AD 41 - 54, PIC® 07/115; £,04 g;
0 £,10 cm; 6/i.

Copper ndfb DO /0,75 ief%4, As CO,£4 nd%), Ag /0,05 ief%4, P6 CO,05 nd%).

g: /ml-£050£-C/aMd: Ciaudms, As, gad, AD 41? - 50, P7C® 100; 6,£ g;
0 £,50 c?re; 6d.

d: 7ml-£l 066-C/aad: Ctoadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 100/116; 5,44 g;
0 £,10 cm; 5d.

d 7m£-100£l-Aag: A-agiisDts, As, gad., DC 7 - AD 14, P7C® £50$; £,7g;
0 £,00 cm; lOd

Copper iritd DO C0,7-0,£ irf%), P6 CO, 5 «5%/.

j 7m£-51180-776: T76emts, As, gad., AD ££? - 50, P7C® 81; 8,87g; 0 £,54 cm;
5d.

d: 7ml-£d884-CZaad: Ciaadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 100/116; 5,06 g;
0 £,£0 cm; lid.

Copper teifb .sine CO, 5 n;£%J and iead C> 1 n;£%).
d 7m£-55 600-776: 776erms, As, gad, AD ££? - 50, PTC® 81; 11,77 g;

0 £,65 cm; 8d.

Copper tei£6 ^rinc CO,£-0,4 «:£%/.

m: 7ml-£6 765-Ctoad: CZawdms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 05/111; 707 g;
0 £,£6 cm; 4d.

m 7ml-81017-Ciaad: Ciaudms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 100/116; 5,85 g;
0 £,£8 c?n; 4d.

o: 7ml-£0 741-Cdmd: Ciawdms, As, gad, AD 41 - 54, P7C® 07/115; 715 g;
0 £,54 cm; 6d.

p: 7ml-81646-Cdmd: Ciaadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 100/116; 4,54 g;

0£,£1 cm; 6d.

Copper iei£6 2rinc CO,4 te£%4 and iron CO,4 n'£%/.

g: 7ml-10 757-Ciaad: CZaadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 50, P7C® 100; 4,50 g;
0 £,56 cm; 7d.

Copper n;ifd 56 CO,7 As CO,7 iei%), Ag CO,06 «;£%).

r: Tml-5£ 756-Cia-ad: Ciaadms, As, gad, AD 41? - 54, P7C® 100/116; £,51 g;
0 1,00 cm; 7d.
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O^ïciaï asses
Answers to the above questions are only possible if similar results on the chem-
ical composition and lead isotope ratios of official copper coins of the Julio-Clau-
dian emperors are available for comparison. Therefore, metal-analytical data of
more than 200 official Julio-Claudian coins from the Tiber finds and from Lyorf"

were used here for a closer understanding of the metal composition and possible
origin of the copper used in the minting of Claudian imitations.

Provenance of the copper based on lead isotope signatures - Comparison
of regular asses and imitations

Published lead isotope ratios (^Pb/^Pb and ^Pb/"°®Pb) of official asses and

guadrariies minted in Rome during the first half of the L'- Century AD have
shown that their copper was mined mainly in two regions of Spain, the Iberian
Pyrite Belt (IPB) and the Central Iberian Zone (CIZ, Sierra Morena region).
Apparently, the mint in Rome used copper from the CIZ and later copper from
the IPB areas. Asses produced with copper from the IPB did not appear until
Tiberius' reign in AD 15/16. Asses of the Lyon altar series I (LAS I) and II (LAS
II) minted at Lugdunum, however, differed in their lead isotope ratios. The cop-
per used for most of the LAS I seems to have been mined in a local source in
France (Massif Central, MC)®, copper for LAS II also came from Southern Spain
(IPB). Therefore, with the production of LAS II asses in AD 8(?)/9—10 and 13

the mint in Lugdunum changed its metal supply to copper coming from the IPB
in Spain. The asses from Rome have widely scattered 207p^/ao6p^ ratios, the asses
from Lyon, however, show distinct clusters in their 207pp/2oepp ratios. Most of the
officially minted Tiberian and Claudian asses were also produced using copper
from the IPB area. Only during the reign of Caligula copper from the CIZ was
used in asses exclusively.

Remarkably 99 of the 116 imitations (85%) have been minted with copper
from the IPB (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). The data in Table 1 suggest that the cop-
per used for the imitations with Claudian coin types was mined in different
deposits in Spain: 12 imitations (19%) in the CIZ area, 51 imitations (81%) in
the IPB area. Similarly, 38 imitations (90%) with Augustan coin type (LAS I or
LAS II) were made with copper from the IPB area. Only four of these imitations 7

(10%) were minted using copper from the CIZ. Although few imitations with

207pb/206pb < 0,855: CIZ 3«'Pb/-ospb > 0,855: IPB Sum

Augustus 4 (10%) 38 (90%) 42

Tiberius 1 (12%) 7 (88%) 8

Caligula 0 3 (100%) 3

Claudius 12 (19%) 51 (81%) 63

Sum 17 (15%) 99 (85%) 116

Table 1: Number and percentage of imitations minted with copper from the CIZ p°'Pb/*°®Pb < 0,855) and the IPB

(207p|j/206pb > 0,855). 8

The data were obtained from:
S. Klein - H.-M. V. Kaenel,
Metal analysis and numismatic
studies of early Roman impe-
rial bronze coinage. Part 1:

Chemical characterisation of

copper coins from Augustus to
Claudius, SNR 79, 2000, pp.
53-106; S. Klein-Y. Lahaye

- G.P. Brey - H.-M. von Kaenel,
The early Roman Imperial
aes coinage II: Tracing the

copper sources by lead- and

copper-isotope analysis -
copper coins of Augustus and

Tiberius, Archaeometry 46,

2004, pp. 469-480.
See note 6.
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Fig. 1: Lead isotope ratios ("'Pb/^'Pb versus *Pb/*°®Pb) in imitations of coin types of Augustus, Tiberius, Cali-

gula and Claudius. (CIZ: Central Iberian Zone *"Pb/®Pb < 0,855; IPB: Iberian Pyrite Belt *"Pb/^°®Pb > 0,855).

coin types from Tiberius (eight coins) and Caligula (three coins) were analyzed,
the results show again that the majority of these coins (nine of the 11 imitations,
82%) were also made with copper from the IPB.

Therefore, the vast majority of the imitations analyzed so far (around 85%)

were minted using copper from the IPB (Table 1). Only 15% of the imitations
were produced with copper mined in the CIZ. It is obvious that the copper used
for the imitations came from the same mining areas in Spain as for the official
coins of this period (first half of the 1®' century AD).

It is, however, not yet clear, whether copper from these mining areas was used

directly for the production of imitations (eg. via copper ingots) or, alternatively,
by melting copper originally used for other purposes (coins, copper residues).
By an additional analysis of the chemical composition of imitations in compari-
son to similar measurements in official coins it might be possible to get a closer

insight into the mechanisms of the production of imitations. The results of this
approach will be summarized in the following section.

Element pattern - Comparison of regular asses and imitations

The chemical composition of the imitations studied in my dissertation show that
they can have very different element patterns, but also that a large number of
imitations hardly differ in their pattern because of the purity of their copper. In
addition, the data demonstrate that many imitations of coin types of Augustus,
Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius have very similar element pattern and lead iso-

tope ratios.
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Differences and similarities among imitations and official asses were then quan-
tified by a cluster analysis. According to their element concentrations and lead
isotope ratios (without the 14 imitations whose lead isotope data were not availa-
ble), the coins were grouped in clusters whose coins showed very similar data®.

From this analysis the number of imitations with coin types of the various
Julio-Claudian emperors classified together with official asses of these emperors
was obtained and, in addition, the number of imitations that had no official coun-
terparts in their clusters.

Imitations Together with official coins of:

Aug. (Rom) Aug. (Lyons) Tib. Calig./Claud. Imitations
with zinc

Sum of
imitations

Imitations Aug.

type.

3 (6%) 18 (38%) 3 (6%) 17 (35%) 7 (15%) 48 (100%)

Imitations Tib.

type

0 4 (44%) 1 (11%) 4 (44%) 0 9 (100%)

Imitations Calig.

type

0 2 (50%) 0 2 (50%) 0 4 (100%)

Imitations Claud,

type

5 (7%) 19 (28%) 3 (4%) 24 (33%) 19 (28%) 69 (100%)

Sum of imitations 8 (6%) 43 (33%) 7 (5%) 47 (36%) 26 (20%) 130 (100%)

Table 2: Number and relative fraction (in brackets) of imitations with coin types of Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula
and Claudius, that were classified in a cluster together with official coins of Augustus minted in Rome or Lyons,
Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius. The official coins of Caligula and Claudius were combined because of the great
similarity in the purity of their copper. Imitations containing zinc were recorded separately.
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Fig. 2: Lead isotope ratios P°'Pb/*°®Pb versus 'Pb/"®Pb) of imitations and official asses of Claudian coin type
only.

9 Cluster analysis is a method
used to discover structures in
large datasets. Thus found

groups of «similar» objects are
called clusters. The clusters

can also have hierarchic struc-
tures describing subgroups
in groups. Goal of a cluster
analysis is the subdivision of a

data set into groups (clusters),
so that on the one hand, the
differences between the indi-
vidual clusters are as large as

possible and, on the other
hand, the differences within
the individual clusters are as

small as possible.
A «hierarchical» cluster analy-
sis (here, the «Ward» method

was used) is the method of
choice when one has no idea of
the number of clusters. Using
this method, first, the mean
values for each variable are
calculated within each cluster.

Subsequently, for each case,
the squared Euclidean dis-

tance to the cluster mean
values is calculated. These

distances are summed up for
all cases. At each step the two
merged clusters are those that
result in the smallest increase

in the total sum of the squared
Euclidean distances within the

groups. Here, the Euclidean
distance is the square root of
the sum of squared differences
between the values of the
entries. The Ward method
leads to a very homogeneous
distribution of the clusters.
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Table 2 summarizes the results of this cluster analysis. For each group of imita-
tions with coin types of Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius, the number of
imitations found in a cluster together with official asses of Augustus minted in
Rome or Lyon, of Tiberius and of Caligula/Claudius was obtained. For seven imi-
tations with Augustan coin types and 19 imitations with Claudian coin types no
clusters were found containing official asses of similar composition. All these
imitations contained zinc, some in relatively high concentrations (up to 0.6 wt%),
in some cases of lead and tin in addition.

With Table 2 the following results can be summarized:

i. TroAaAcms wAA CZaacAaw com ft/pe (7as£ row m TaWe £)
24 (33%) of the 69 imitations of the Claudian coin types, having been minted dur-

ing or after the reign of Claudius, show element pattern and lead isotope ratios as

official coins of Claudius and three imitations (4%) are similar to official coins of
Tiberius. 19 imitations (28%) resemble in their element pattern coins of Augustus
from Lyon and five imitations (7%) resemble official coins of Augustus minted in
Rome. One can conclude from these results that the imitations with Claudian coin
types might have been produced from copper alloys melted down from official
coins of these emperors. 19 imitations (28%) contain zinc and can, due to this
property only, be distinguished from official coins.

.<?. /m-iiahicms wAA com A/pes ofMegastars, 77öerms awd Ca£?p?Aa ("1.-5. row
m Taôte 5)
Comparatively similar results are obtained for the 48 imitations of Augustan and
the nine imitations of Tiberian coin types. Nearly 80% of all imitations ofAugustan
or Tiberian coin types resemble in their element pattern and their lead isotope
ratios official coins of Augustus (Rome and Lyon) and official coins from the Clau-
dian period. 18 of 48 «Augustan» imitations (38%, almost all of Lyon's altar-type)
are similar to official coins from Lyon (Type LAS I or LAS II), 17 of these 48 imita-
tions (35%) are similar to official coins from the Claudian period. Only three of
these imitations (6%) resemble the official coinage of Augustus or Tiberius from
Rome. Another seven «Augustan» imitations (14%) contain zinc.

The nine imitations with Tiberian coin type and the four imitations from
Caligula are similarly distributed, although - due to the small number of these
imitations -these results are, of course, not significant.

5. S7?m£a?AAes ofctemewiai pattern m fmAaAows wAA com h/pes ofAapasiws,
7iberms awd Ciawdms
Many of the clusters contained imitations of coin types of Augustus, Tiberius and
Claudius. These imitations barely differ in their chemical composition. This is
another strong indication that all these imitations might have been minted no
earlier than the Claudian era.

4. /mftaAows cowtammp Abc
Seven imitations of Augustan coin types and 19 imitations of Claudian coin types
contained zinc, some in relatively high concentrations (up to 1,0 wt%), in some
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cases of lead and tin in addition. Therefore, 20% of the 130 imitations differed in
their element pattern from the more than 200 official coins analyzed"!

Quite similar results to those presented in Table 2 were obtained including
metal-analytical data published earlier by several other authors. This combined
analysis of all available data is found elsewhere". With these results it can again
be concluded that the vast majority of imitations of Augustan or Tiberian coin
types found on the Martberg were produced in the Claudian period and minted
from the same copper alloys as the imitations with Claudian coin types: From
the coins of the previous emperors and/or the official coins of Claudius, available
at that time. These coins might have been melted for the production of imita-
tions. This conjecture was already suggested earlier on the basis of die links of
Claudian imitations with imitations of Augustus or Tiberius.

Conclusions

Although only a limited number of coins was analysed (130 imitations and about
200 official coins) the joint cluster analysis of these Julio-Claudian copper coins

(almost all of them were asses) indicate that the vast majority of so-called Claudian
imitations must have been produced in the Claudian period from copper melted
down from official coins. Since these Claudian imitations show coin types of the

emperors Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius it can also be assumed that
the circulating official coins have served as templates for the imitations.

A special case are the imitations containing zinc. Around one-third of all
analyzed imitations fall into this group. For the production of these imitations,
copper alloys contaminated with zinc at concentrations between 0,15 wt% and
1 wt% have been used. The copper melted for these imitations might have been
composed by asses and a few brass coins (cfapcmcM or sesierin). Assuming,
however, that some of the imitations containing zinc found on the Martberg
(between 0,15 wt% and 0,6 wt%) were also produced on the Martberg or in its
wider region, it cannot be excluded that the copper used for these imitations
was contaminated with zinc. Although zinc ores found in the Eifel region
(Stolberg-Breinigerberg, Gressenich, Bad Ems) and the area east of Aachen in
Germany might have been mined in Celtic and Roman times to produce brass

by cosmelting zinc ores, copper and charcoal, there are yet too few data to attrib-
ute the zinc found in Roman brass coins and also in these imitations to a specific
mining area as is possible for copper ores using lead isotope ratios. Future exper-
imental studies on brass artifacts and coins dating from the F' century BC until
the end of the F' century AD might help to obtain more insight into the prove-
nance of the zinc ores used for the production of brass.

Similar comparisons were also carried out with data of copper ingots found
in Roman shipwrecks in the western Mediterranean. The results show that for
the production of imitations also the use of commercially available copper ingots
might have been possible'^. A significant proportion of the imitations have ele-
ment pattern and lead isotope ratios similar to those of some contemporaneous
copper ingots. Other ingots, however, are less comparable to the imitations,
although they have also been made of relatively pure copper. A large number of

10 With the exeption of some

official coins, see Nüsse

(note 1).

11 Nüsse (note 1), Vol. 2,

pp. 257-279.
12 Nüsse (note 1), Vol. 1,

pp. 241-249.



ingots, however, show only a slight resemblance to the analyzed imitations. It
can, therefore, not be excluded that copper ingots, used for minting official coins,
were also melted down for the production of imitations.

Of course it is not possible to deduce from these studies the ultimate cause
of the phenomenon of the imitations produced in large quantities during the
Claudian period and the organizations or persons who might have been respon-
sible for their minting. Taking into account the structural characteristics one
thinks first of private citizens and or entrepreneurs operating in the money
business. Future studies of chemical compositions of Claudian imitations found
in other areas of the Northwestern provinces and Spain including analysis of the

provenance of their copper have to be performed to find out if the huge masses
of imitations found in these provinces are rather multiple local reactions of busi-
nessmen to the lack of official coins or a planned reaction of authorities with
access to metal sources (coins, copper ingots) as proposed earlier (army, admin-
istration etc.).
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